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Learning Objectives

• Identify the benefits of integrating play therapy 
and expressive techniques into clinical 
supervision

• Describe at least five play therapy techniques 
for use in individual and group supervision

• Participate in hands-on practice of clinical 
supervision skills and activities
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Clinical Supervision

• Evaluative 

• Gatekeeping 

• Geared at increasing clinical skills

• Encourages professional development

• Monitors the quality of treatment

• Not intended to be short-term
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Integrative Developmental Model of Supervision

• Supervisees are viewed as being in progressive 
stages of development from novice to expert

• Supervisor identifies the supervisee’s current stage of 
professional development and provides feedback and 
support accordingly

• Utilizes markers of professional growth

• Categories four levels of counselor development

• Not necessarily linear 

(Stoltenberg, & McNeill, 2010)
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Markers of Professional Growth

1.Motivation

2.Autonomy

3.Awareness

(Stoltenberg, & McNeill, 2010)
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Categories of Supervisees

1.Level 1

2.Level 2

3.Level 3

4.Level 3i

(Stoltenberg, & McNeill, 2010)
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Rationale for Play and Expressive Arts

• Creates an engaging supervisory environment
• Facilitates positive rapport between supervisor and 
supervisee
• Validates the benefits of non-verbal expression
• Helps supervisee gain insight into their clients
• Strengthens playfulness and play therapy skills
• Helps supervisee take greater risks, express hidden 
parts of self, and deepens the reflective process
• Equips the supervisee to use the technique more 
effectively with their clients 
• Allows for exploration of countertransference 
• Expands the supervisee’s repertoire of creative 
techniques
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Rapport-Building Activities

Activity: Dice Drawing Game

Source: Beth Wakabayashi, in: Assessment and 
Treatment Activities for Children Adolescents, and 
Families Volume Four (Edited by Lowenstein, 2022) 

Goals: 
1. Begin to establish a positive rapport
2. Increase open communication



Dice Drawing Game

Therapist and client each choose two different numbers

from one to six and write the numbers on a piece of

paper. Players take turns rolling the dice and if they roll

their number, they pick a Question Card, read it aloud,

and draw their answer. The other player tries to guess

the answer. If the player cannot guess the answer in

three tries, the artist gives clues or reveals their answer.



Dice Drawing Game: Question Cards

1)Favorite fruit

2)Favorite vegetable

3)Food I hate

4)Something I enjoy doing

5)Something I would like to get better at

6)Favorite holiday

7)A wish
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Rapport-Building Activities

Activity: Google It

Source: Brenda Sousa, in: Assessment and Treatment 
Activities for Children Adolescents, and Families 
Volume Three (Edited by Lowenstein, 2010) 

Goals: 
1. Begin to establish a positive rapport
2. Increase open communication



Google It

Explain the activity as follows: 

“Let’s play Google It!  You and I will use our smart phones (or 

computer) and go on the Google search engine site.  We will 

take turns asking questions to get to know each other better. 

You can make up your own questions to ask me, or you can 

choose from the list provided. We can only answer the 

question by using the search box at Google.  We can type in 

as many words as needed to find what we’re looking for.  We 

can even click on the Google image icon to get pictures. Okay 

let’s play!”



Questions: Google It

Google one of your favorite TV programs

Google one of your favorite movies

Google one of your favorite songs

Google one of your favorite snack foods

Google one of your favorite celebrities

Google one of your favorite books

Google something that really bugs you

Google one of your favorite vacation spots

Google somebody you would like to meet (dead or alive)

Google one of your favorite childhood toys



Questions: Google It: Supervision Version

1)Google an object that best represents your personality

2)Google one of your favorite mental health books

3)Google someone in the mental health field who you admire

4)Google someone in the mental health field who you would 

want to have lunch with 

5)Google a career or job you would love to do if you weren’t a 
therapist 

6)Google one of your favorite items in your play therapy office

7)Google one of your favorite ways to self-care
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Techniques

Activity: Red or Black Card Game

Source: Adapted from: Cory Helps Kids Cope with 
Sexual Abuse (Lowenstein, 2014)

Goals: 

1. Gather information about supervisory needs and 
issues

2. Create a positive and open supervisory relationship 



Red or Black Card Game

This activity will help me understand your feelings so I can help

you. Since it can be hard to talk about feelings, let’s play a game to

make it easier. To play, pick the top card from the deck of cards. If

you get a red card, get one bead/Lego. If you get a black card,

answer one of the questions below. You get two beads/Lego when

you answer the question. If you pick jack, queen or king, get three

beads/Lego.



Red or Black Card Game: Sexual Abuse

(1)Tell about a time you felt really happy or excited. 

(2) Tell about a time you felt really worried or scared. 

(3) Fill in the blank: I kept the sexual abuse a secret because I 
worried that …

(4) How did you feel when you first told your parent(s) about the 
sexual abuse?

(5) What did your parent(s) do and say when they found out about 
the sexual abuse?

(6) After you told your parent(s) about the sexual abuse, did things 
get better or worse? How come?

(7) Fill in the blank: I think the sexual abuse happened because…

(8) Fill in the blank: The sexual abuse wouldn’t have happened if…

(9) How do you feel toward the person who sexually abused you? 
What do you think should happen to him/her?



Red or Black Card Game

This activity will help me understand your thoughts,

feelings, and needs about supervision. To play, pick

the top card from the deck of cards. If it’s a black

card, answer a question. If it’s a red card, you get a

stone. Play until all the questions have been answered.



Red or Black Card Game
1)Two goals for supervision.

2)Identify your worst and your best supervision 
experiences.

3)Two qualities you’re looking for in a supervisor.

4)A worry you have about supervision.

5)A personal experience that shapes who you are as a 
play therapist. 

6)One of your most challenging experiences with a 
client. 

7)A question you want to ask your supervisor.  
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Techniques

Activity: Me Tree

Source: Adapted from: Alyson Propes, in: 
Assessment and Treatment Activities for 
Children, Adolescents, and Families Volume 3,
(Edited by Lowenstein, 2011)

Goals: 

1. Explore theoretical models, skills, strengths, 
countertransference issues that guide clinical 
practice.

2. Discuss clinical goals and areas for growth.



Me Tree
Draw a tree and add the questions below (wait until the tree 
has been drawn in its entirety before answering the questions 
written on the tree.)
Draw the roots of a tree. On the roots write, “What are the models and 
who are the people who have taught me theory, skills, and 
techniques that guide my clinical practice?”

Draw the tree trunk. Along the trunk write, “What personal strengths 
help me stand tall and strong?”  

Draw a hole in the tree. Inside the hole write, “What hurts have I 
experienced that influence my clinical practice?”  

Draw the branches. Along the branches write, “What goals am I 
reaching for in my clinical work?” 

Draw some falling leaves and write, “What can I let go of that will help 
me be a better play therapist?”  

Draw the top of the tree. Write at the top of the tree, “What am I 
growing into?” 
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Techniques

Activity: Messages in Art

Source: Adapted from: Lori Gill, in Creative Family 
Therapy Techniques (Edited by Lowenstein, 2010b)

Goals: 

1. Increase open communication regarding challenging 
client issues

2. Gain insight and deepen the reflective process 



Messages In Art

Introduce the activity by explaining that sometimes it can be 

difficult to verbally express thoughts and feelings. 

Expressions through art can be a helpful way to release and 

communicate feelings. Ask each person to “choose a family 

member with whom you would like to communicate or share a 

message. Take a few minutes to think about what that 

message might be.” Have the family members use the art 

supplies to create their message. Once completed, ask 

members to explain their messages and the meaning of the 

materials they selected. 



Messages In Art: Process Questions

1)What was it like to communicate your message through art? 

2)How did you feel during the message creation and message 
delivery part of this activity?

3)How did it feel to receive the message from your family 
member?

4)What did you learn through this activity about ways to 
communicate with your family about your thoughts and 
feelings?



Messages In Art

Introduce the activity by explaining that all therapists

experience challenging issues with clients. Expressions

through art can be a helpful way to release and communicate

feelings, and gain insight into our clinical work. Choose a

client who is especially challenging. Take a few minutes to

think about the client issues and dynamics. Use the art

supplies to create a message that conveys your struggle with

this client. Once completed, please explain your message and

the meaning of the materials you selected.
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Countertransference

• Client triggers unresolved issue 

• Unconscious perception of client as parental or sibling figure

• Pressure to perform

• Wish to be liked 

• Need to be appreciated

• Unconscious need for power and control 

• Fear of the client’s rage

• Need to take care of client or to be taken care of by client

• Over identify with client

• Displacing feelings from own personal life onto client

Horner, 2005
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Techniques

Activity: Themed Family Portraits

Source: Adapted from: Bonnie Thomas, in: Assessment 
and Treatment Activities for Children, Adolescents, 
and Families Volume 3 (Edited by Lowenstein, 2011)

Goals: 

1. Increase awareness of countertransference 

2. Increase open communication regarding 
countertransference 



Themed Family Portraits

Draw a picture of your family of origin. The drawing

will be a metaphorical or symbolic picture of your

family. Choose from the list of themes, then draw

your family portrait based on the theme. Include

yourself and each member of your family of origin.



Themed Family Portraits

Theme Ideas:

uMy family as…fairy tale or superhero characters

uMy family as…weather

uMy family as…an article of clothing

uMy family as…types of food or candy

•



Themed Family Portraits: 

Sample Process Questions
1)What do you think this picture says about how you view 
your family?

2)If gummy bear could talk, what would it say?

3)If gummy bear could say anything to spicy dorito, what 
would it say?

4)What thoughts went through your head as you were 
drawing?
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Techniques

Activity: Two-Faced

Source: Playful Trauma-Informed Supervision (Kenney-
Noziska, in press)

Goals: 

1. Identify issues/topics related to being a therapist 
that are consistent or aligned with your true self

2.  Identify issues/topics related to providing therapy 
which challenge your true self 
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Techniques

Activity: Flowers and Weeds

Source: Adapted from: Greg Lubimiv, in Creative Family 
Therapy Techniques (Edited by Lowenstein, 2010b)

Goals: 
1. Articulate the importance of setting small realistic 

treatment goals. 
2. Practice developing S.M.A.R.T goals. 



Flowers and the Weeds

1)Read “The Flowers and the Weeds” 

2)Explain that our lives can be very much like Belle’s. We 

sometimes have weeds (problems) that grow and get in the 

way of our flowers (our healthy growth). However, weeds, or 

problems, can be very powerful and very difficult to get rid of, 

especially when we try to pull them all out (deal with them) at 

the same time.

3)Have the family members create flowers using construction 

paper and popsicle sticks. 

4)Ask family members to write on a flower something that is a 

strength for the family or something that is going well, i.e. 

motivated to get help, able to have fun together. 

•



Flowers and the Weeds

5)Have the family members cut out some weeds using the grey 
cardboard. 

6)Have the family members identify the problems in the family 
and write each problem on one of the weeds. 

7)Have the family members tape the weeds over the flowers so 
they are covered.

8)Ask the family if they think the flowers will grow strong and 
beautiful. The answer should be no. Ask why and relate this to 
the story.

9)Ask the family if they can deal with all of the problems at the 
same time, and why it might be difficult to do so. The correct 
response is that they need to deal with one weed/problem at a 
time. 

•



Flowers and the Weeds

10)Through discussion have the family identify which 
weed/problem they will work on first. It is often best to guide 
the family to a problem that is likely to succeed to provide 
them with a sense of hope and positive energy. Develop a plan 
to deal with that weed/problem.

11)It is helpful to identify the first three weeds/problems that 
will be addressed in later sessions so that after the first is 
“pulled out” everyone knows which will be dealt with next.

12)In later sessions, the metaphor of weeds and flowers can 
be referred to, with an emphasis on the family’s positive 
growth and change.

•



Flowers and the Weeds

1)Read “The Flowers and the Weeds”

2)Explain that our lives can be very much like Belle’s. We

sometimes have weeds (problems) that grow and get in the

way of our flowers (our healthy growth). However, weeds, or

problems, can be very powerful and very difficult to get rid of,

especially when we try to pull them all out (deal with them) at

the same time.

3)Cut out 3-4 strips of paper. Each will symbolize a weed.

4)Think of a client that you’re working with. Identify 3-4 of their

weeds (presenting problems). Write each presenting problem

on a separate paper weed.

5) Can you help your client with all their problems at the same

time? If not, why might this be difficult/inappropriate?

6)Choose 1 presenting problem or priority goal to work on

with your client.
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S.M.A.R.T. Objectives

Specific 
Be clear in what you want to achieve. Ask, what does the client need to do 
better? 

Measurable
How will you know when the client has achieved the goal? What will the client 
be doing better?

Achievable
Ensure the client can realistically achieve the goal

Relevant
Ensure the goal is something important that the client needs to achieve.

Time limited
Set a reasonable time limit to achieve the goal. 
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Self-Care

Self-care is physical and psychological care provided to you by you. 

Therapists are regularly exposed to distressing information through 

their client’s stories. This ongoing exposure can elevate stress and 

increase the risk of burnout. The effects of stress and burn out 

affects the therapist's own wellbeing as well as the potential to affect 

their ability to continue delivering support in their professional role. 

Regularly engaging in self-care activities can help mitigate these 

negative effects by reducing stress and providing an outlet for the 

professional burden of providing therapy services.
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Self-Care

Self-care is beneficial in many ways:
• Addressing existing physical issues as well as promoting future 

good physical health

• Addressing existing psychological issues as well as providing 
preventative care for future psychological health

• Immediate stress reduction and management of future stress 
coping mechanisms

• Facilitating emotional support

• Establishing supporting interpersonal relationships – personally 
and professional

• Establishing a balance between personal and work life
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Self-Care

Developing a self-care plan is usually advice that therapists give but 

often don’t implement themselves. In this respect, we need to first 

develop a self-care plan that is achievable and secondly develop 

strategies that will enable us to successfully follow the plan. A self-

care plan may appear overwhelming and if you are currently feeling 

pressure in other areas of your life, you may view this as yet another 

to-do. Create a self-care plan that is easy to implement. Just pick 

one simple thing to do. Once you have achieved that level of self-

care, use that achievement as inspiration to pursue other activities.
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Self-Care

Below are some things to consider when creating your 
self-care plan:
• How do you deal with stress now? List both negative and positive 

strategies that you currently use to deal with stress.

• What negative coping strategies would you like to eliminate? 
Construct a plan to help achieve this goal.

• What self-care activities do you enjoy that contribute to your 
physical and/or emotional well-being?

• What obstacles could prevent you from implementing your self-
care plan? How can you address these obstacles?

• Implement a tracking system for your self-care activities

• Who can you share your self-care plan with? Who can you recruit 
to help you implement different self-care activities?
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Self-Care at Work

• Take a break during the day. Lunchtime is ideal

• Set aside time for difficult tasks. Set a plan on how to tackle the 
difficult task.

• Follow a difficult task with a rewarding task

• Set boundaries with clients and co-workers

• Review appointments to ensure your week or a particular day 
won’t create overload

• Review your client list for balance

• Make your office space comfortable

• Attend regular supervision
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Self-Care at Work

Self-Care at work:
• Check in with your emotions prior to your client sessions. If you 

have time before your client arrives, do some journaling or 
mindful meditation. If your next client is arriving soon, devote a 
few minutes to becoming mindful of your emotions and making a 
commitment to explore them further when time becomes 
available.

• Allow some time between each client sessions so that you can 
reset your energy levels. Use this time to breathe, stretch, yoga, 
meditate, eat/drink, listen to music. If you have to do other work 
in between clients, you can still devote some time to some self-
care activities, such as drinking a favourite tea while answering 
phone calls or listening to motivating music while answering 
emails.
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Self-Care Ideas

• Eat healthy food regularly to maintain energy

• Exercise regularly – pay attention to stretching regularly if you sit 
for long periods of the day

• Attend to health issues when they arise. Rest when you’re sick

• Take holidays/vacations regularly

• Pamper yourself with massages, manicures, pedicures, haircuts

• Get enough quality sleep

• Find an activity connected with nature such as hiking or 
gardening

• Take “mental health” days to escape

• Self-reflect through journaling

• Meditate with inquiry on your thoughts, emotions, and beliefs
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Self-Care Ideas 

• Engage in a fun hobby (painting, gardening, cooking, sport)

• Create a digital inspiration kit containing favourite songs, positive 
quotes, podcasts etc.

• Read light hearted books

• Watch comedy movies

• Join a club or recreational activity 

• Engage in activities that provide comfort (i.e., bubble baths) 

• Implement a practice of gratitude (i.e., keep a gratitude journal)

• Make a list of your achievements and proud moments and look at 
it regularly  

• Engage in some art therapy for yourself

• Ask for help when you need it 
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Techniques 

Activity: Picking up the Pieces

Source: Integrative Play Therapy for Sexually 
Traumatized Children & Adolescents (Kenney-Noziska, 
2021)

Goals:

1. Identify self-care strategies

2. Provide a concrete representation of self-care
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Sandtray

• Choose a Miniature (Homeyer and Sweeney, 2017)

• Self-Awareness of Supervisee (Hartwig & Bennet, 2017)

• Fostering Supervisees’ Understanding of Play 
Therapist-Client Relationship Dynamics (Stewart & 
Bratton, 2019)

• Countertransference Sand World (Gil & Rubin, 2005)

• Group sandtray supervision (Hartwig & Bennet, 2017; 
Maritano, Mansell, & Ransburg, 2019) 
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Check-In Ideas

• Find a sandtray miniature or find an object in your 
home or draw a quick picture that shows how you’re 
doing

• Find a sandtray miniature or find an object in your 
home or draw a quick picture that represents a 
struggle with a client

• Find a sandtray miniature or find an object in your 
home or draw a quick picture that represents a helpful 
self-care ritual 

• Find a sandtray miniature or find an object in your 
home or draw a quick picture that represents a proud 
moment with a client 
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Termination

• Honor the supervisory relationship that has been 
established by communicating some of the special 
interactions that were experienced together

• Highlight the supervisee’s growth

• Reinforce the supervisee’s strengths 

• Provide a positive ending experience 



What I Learned Layered Gift

Congratulations! You have reached the end of 
this book. That means you have done a lot of 
hard work and have learned many things about 
grief. Answer the questions below to review your 
thoughts and feelings. For each question you 
answer, you get to unwrap a layer of the gift. 
Answer all the questions to get to the gift! 



What I Learned Layered Gift
1) You did many different activities in therapy. Which activities 

helped you the most? 

2) You made great progress in therapy. Tell about a proud 
moment in therapy.

3) Children have different feelings about ending therapy. Some 
children feel happy to end therapy, some children feel upset 
about ending therapy. How do you feel about ending 
therapy?

4) You have learned many ways to help yourself through tough 
times. What are some ways you can help yourself feel better 
when you are upset in the future?



What I Learned Layered Gift

1) You have grown throughout your time in 
supervision. What is an area of growth that you 
feel the most proud of?

2) List three strengths as a play therapist.

3) List two areas for further growth as a play 
therapist.

4) What is something you learned in supervision that 
will be especially helpful in your clinical practice?
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Techniques 

Activity: High-Five Hand

Source: Adapted from: Cory Helps Kids Cope with 
Sexual Abuse (Lowenstein, 2014)

Goals:

1. Review and celebrate gains made during clinical 
supervision  

2. Provide a positive termination experience



High-Five Hand

1)Supervisor and supervisee each trace their hand on a piece
of paper, and cut it out.

2)Supervisor writes on each finger: 5 ways supervisee has
grown.

3)Supervisee writes on each finger: 5 things supervisor taught
them.

4)Each write on the palm of their paper hand a goodbye
message to the other.

5)Exchange hands so each have a keepsake at the end of
supervision.

•
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Techniques 

Activity: From Start to Finish

Source: Techniques, Techniques, Techniques: Play-
Based Interventions for Children, Adolescents, and 
Families (Kenney-Noziska, 2008)

Goals:

1. Review growth made during clinical supervision

2. Provide a positive termination experience
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The Flowers and the Weeds 

Source: Greg Lubimiv in: Creative Family Therapy Techniques, Edited By Lowenstein, 2010 

 

Once upon a time, there was a small flower named Belle, who lived in the corner of a large garden. As 
Belle grew up she did not notice that around her were some weed seeds that had blown from another 
garden. The weeds had already begun to sprout, but, still, they were not in the way, so Belle did not think 
about them.  

One morning Belle woke up – it was still dark and she was cold and very thirsty. She thought it must be 
too early in the morning so she went back to sleep. She woke up a few hours later, but it was still dark 
and cold and dry. What had happened to the sun, she wondered. Suddenly she noticed a flicker of light 
above her. It was the sun...but something was in the way. She then noticed that all around her the little 
weeds had grown into huge weeds and now they were taking away her sunlight, her water, and her space 
to grow.  

Belle asked the weeds to leave but they said they would not. Belle reached down and grabbed a bunch of 
them. She pulled and pulled but they were too strong. If only she had pulled them out when they were tiny 
and had no roots.  

As the weeds grew bigger and stronger, Belle became weaker and less colorful. Belle felt there was no 
hope. Then one dark morning she heard a voice from below her. “Hi there,” the voice said.  

Belle looked down and saw a ground hog. Belle told the ground hog to go away, but it just sat there and 
looked at her. “Why don’t you get rid of these weeds and enjoy the beautiful sun...it is a great day out,” 
said the groundhog.  

Belle cried and cried and then told the groundhog her story. The groundhog nodded his head in 
understanding. He said there was a way to solve the problem and asked the flower if she wanted to have 
some help. Belle nodded yes.  

The groundhog said if they worked together he could help her pull out the weeds. They grabbed a bunch 
of weeds and started to pull together. They pulled and pulled and pulled, but the weeds did not budge. 
Belle was ready to give up. Suddenly, the groundhog started to laugh out loud and said, “I am so silly. I 
forgot the lesson my grandfather taught me about weeds. He told me if I ever faced strong weeds to pull 
them out one at a time, never in a bunch.”  

Belle nodded. That made sense. Belle chose one of the weeds and they pulled together. They pulled and 
pulled and slowly, but surely, the weed came out of the ground. She then picked another weed and 
together they pulled. Soon all the weeds were gone. Belle looked up at the beautiful sun and the warmth 
of the sunlight felt so good. She took a big drink of water from the earth. She started to grow again and 
soon she bloomed into a strong, beautifully colored flower.  

Every morning from then on, Belle would wake up and take a big stretch. She would then look around her 
and pull out any small weeds that may have grown overnight, because when they were small they were 
easy to pull.  

Groundhog would come by from time to time for a visit and both of them would lie out in the sun and talk.  

© Greg Lubimiv, All rights reserved  
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